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vL; ;tekuL; ;tu'khyL; jkK% vU;= rq vk'khokZnkgZL; nosnÙknsfjfr ;kon~
;qok leFkZ% lHks;% lHkk;ka ;ksX;% ohj% iq=% mRik|rke~A rFkk ;nk o;a jkf"Vª;k%
dke;kegs o`f"VhokZrq] HkoUrq QyoR; vks"k/k;% ouLir;%A vLekda ;ksx{kse%
lfUr"Brke~A vyC/kyC/kks ;ksx% rRifjikyu¥~p {kse bfr cq/kk% ifj'khy;fUrA
,okork la{ksis.k jk"VªdY;k.kkFkZ leRo Hkkouka nz<+hdÙkqZa uhfr'kkL=L; p vkyksds
oSfndok³e;L; lH; lekts"ofuok;ZRoa fo/kh;r bfrA
;r~ rF;a izkd~ izfrikfnra rfng lekLkrks e;k iznh;rsA pRokj ,o osnk%
lfUrA _Xosn% ;% [kyq vfXue;%A ;tqoZns ks f}rh;ks osn% d`".k% 'kqDy'psfrA
osnL; }S fo/;e~ lkeosn% [kyq r`rh;ks osn%A vkfnR; e;ks fg lkeosn% r= p
osneU=% v/kLru% &
Å¡ fp=a nsokukeq n xknuhda p{kq feZ =L; o:.kL;kXus A
vkiz k /kkok i`fFkoh·vUrfj{ka lw¸;Z vkRek txrLrLFkq"k'pAA
vFkkZr~ eU=ks·;a ;tqonZs L; la/;k izdj.ks lw;ksZizLFkkud%A fe=L; o:.kkL;
vXus% p{kq% vf{kHkwr% us=:Ik% nsokuke~ fe=kfnO;frfjDrkuke~ vU;s"kka nsokuke~ vuhda
fe=kfnO;frfjDrkuke~ vU;s"kka nsokuke~ vuhda lewg% rst% lewg% rst bfr ok txr%
t³~xeL; rLFkq"k% LFkkojL; p ldyizkf.ktkrL; vkRek ldylalkje;% lw¸;Z%
fp=e~ vk'p;Za ;Fkk L;kÙkFkk mn~xkr~ izkP;ka fnf'k mn~xPNfr bR;FkZ%A
vFkkZr~ txr% pjkpjL; vkRek lw;Z ,o bfr voxUrO;e~A
vFkoZons L; [kyks foKkue;%A vk;qoZns 'kkL=L; izk.kHkwr% ekj.k eksgu
olhdj.k bfr eU=k.kka vkdjHkwrks·;a vFkoZosn%A ,rkork oSfndeU=L; lwDRk;%
uhfr'kkL=e~ vkp{krsA lokZ fo|k% lokZ dyk% lIryksdk'psfr uhfr iznk%
lR;ekXkZxkfeu% p bfr fo}kalks fonk³~ dqoZfUr bfr fnd~A
lUnHkZ xz UFk
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Citizenship Training for Political
Socialisation and Participation
Dr. Navin Kumar Pandey*
Political socialization is the process by which political culture
are maintained and changed. Through the performance of this function,
individuals are inducted into the political culture, their orientations towards
political objects are formed.1
Almond has preferred political socialization and political culture
instead of public opinion and citizenship training.2 It stands for the learning
process by which forms and behaviour acceptable to a well-running
political system are transmitted from one generation to another. Thus,
political socialization is the gradual learning of the norms, attitudes and
behaviour acceptable to an on-going political system. 3 Political
socialization has been defined as those developmental process through
which persons acquire political orientations and pattern of behaviour.4
Herbert Hyman views political socialization as a continuous
learning process involving both emotional learning and manifest political
indoctrination and as being mediated by all the participations and
experiences of the individual and not simply by early family experiences.5
The citizenship training would encompass all political learning
whether formal or informal, whether deliberate or unplanned, at every
stage of the cycle of one's life. It includes not only explicitly political
learning which effect political behaviour, but also the learning of political
irrelevant social attitude and the acquisition of politically relevant personal
characteristics.
Thus the main emphasis of citizenship training is to achieve
political stabilization. In order to function smoothly every political system
must have process of the internationalisation of political norms.6
Political socialization is the most important link between the
social and political systems, but may considerably vary from one system
to another from a political point, political socialization is extremely
important as the process by which individuals becomes involved to
varying degree in political system - in political participation.7
*Assistant Professor, J.B.S. College, Bhingari Bazar, Bhatpar rani,
Deoria (U.P.)
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Social Change and Citizenship Training : The individuals of a
political system may have mutual trust or suspicion towards each other.
In the former case the individuals have homogeneous relationship and
co-operate with each other. In the latter case they have heterogeneous
relationship and hatred towards each other. The former leads to trust
towards political system, whereas the latter causes social conflict and
dissatisfaction with the political system.8
Though citizenship training desires political stabilisation. It is
not an anti-change concept. It may be described as a conservative
concept in the sense, that it stands for a change that is neither radical
nor rapid. Though change is the law of nature, it should be peaceful and
gradual. Political socialization stresses that a simultaneous change must
take place in the political culture if the attitudes, orientations, and values
of the people change. It is necessary in order to avoid the risk of sudden
change that may bring about the decay or destruction of political system.
Therefore the process of the shaping of political values and the
process of change should run in conformity with each other.9 The nature
of the process of political socialization at work varies overtime and
according to the environment of which it is part and to which it
contributes. It is therefore, related to the nature of the political system
and the degree and nature of change.10 The test for a stable political
system is whether the socializing agencies are sufficiently flexible and
inter-dependent to allow change without violent disruption.11
Citizenship Training and Our Society : The political socialization
provides political consciousness of the people which provide the base
on which democracy can flourish. Indian political system can claim to
be democratic so long as it is based on people's consent and it is really
consent in the true sense of the term only when it is an outcome of
politically socialized community. The impact of political socialization will
make it clear as to whether the foundation of participatory democracy
is gaining strength.
Under the circumstances, it is worthwhile to find out the extent
of citizenship training of our leaders, more particularly of our members
in the Zila Parishad and often more of those who belong to socially
backward communities, for ascertaining the standard of our political
system, which has been dealt in the following chapters.
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Political socialization puts definite impact on social change, rural
stratification, leadership pattern and social conflicts. Leadership pattern
is an important aspect of rural community. Political influences are
mobilized and transmitted by leaders to common men.12
A new type of inter-caste relationship is shaping the society in
which old attitudes are being slowly transformed and each group of the
society is trying its best to preserve its identity and status. The lower
classes with the impact of political teachings, urban cultures and
constitutional provisions against exploitation, inequality and privileges
have also started a compaign of liberation from the dominance of upper
class.13
This has been followed by aspirations for political and social
position among the youths of the downtrodden communities. This situation
generated a new social conflict unknown to the poor masses of our
society. It is manifested in various forms like group conflict, caste conflict
and class conflict. A systematic study of structural matrix, which is
generating this conflict is essential in order to find out the impact of
political socialization. Therefore, the pattern of new social conflicts and
group dynamics and their influences on the leadership has been examined
in the following chapters.
The intellectual and bureaucratic elite, who were culturally nearer
the value system of modernization, gradually became structurally or in
terms of power relations, less effective than the political elite. In fact,
often the structural goals of modernization, such as liberalism, equality
of opportunity, wider political participation etc. generated social forces
which tended to changes the balance of power relationship in favour of
populistic political elite.14
Political behaviour is not determined only by all sorts of
motivational and emotional factors operating through complicated
psychodynamic process, but is full of purpose and direction and is guided
by reason, knowledge, judgement and intelligence. Individuals learn
gradually and their early political orientations provide much of the stability
of their adult political behaviour.15
Therefore, political culture forms an important link between the
events of politics and the behaviour of individuals in reaction to them.
The people respond to "what they perceive of politics and how they
interpret what they see".16
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Thus, there are two possible sources of citizenship training as
experience in non-political situations having an impact on attitudes towards
political objects and experience with the operation of the political process
contact with political or governmental figures, exposure to communications
about politics, or reports of the experiences of other.17
Citizenship training is an inescapable process through which
the individual has to pass all his life. In each national society, every
individuals has his own perceptions or cognition of the political system
of that society. He develops such perceptions in course of time as he
grow from childhood to adulthood and passes his life as an adult citizen.
He is not alone to do so, for, which him, several other fellow citizens are
also developing them. Thus there is a process, with its discernible pattern,
at work in the national society in which its members pattern, at work in
the national society in which its members develop those perceptions,
attitudes, values and skills. This process is known as citizenship training.
Analytically, some political sociologists view citizenship training as an
"input political function" in the political system or late, as a system
maintenance of adaptation function".18
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